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Many of the options available are more easily exercised in Scope, and many of these options are more powerful. You can easily zoom in and out, and move around within Scope, panning, zooming, and moving, without the need to leave the Tool itself. The ability to zoom and pan any view is simply awesome, especially if you like to zoom on to a small waveform. The ability to manipulate several
separate sounds at the same time is also extremely useful and can be useful for evaluating phase issues. Scope's signal analyzer is also capable of displaying all of the information that the original plugin has access to. This can be useful if you need to apply different plugins to your signal, which the original plugin doesn't have access to. This also allows you to easily adjust the original plugin's settings.
Timewave Description: Timewave is a plugin that is capable of performing many of the actions that Scope does on its own. Timewave is capable of a lot of the same functionality as Scope, although it doesn't have as many of the features that Scope has. This includes a Waveform viewer, Audio Analyzer, Panner, Phase analyzer, and Delay. In addition to this, Timewave has a Compressor, Limiter, Pre-
Equalizer, Gating, and Resampler. All of these controls work exactly like they do in Scope, so it is easy to understand what these controls do. Tutorial: Tutorial on how to use Timewave: Limitations: - Timewave does not have the same zoom or panning functions that Scope has - Timewave only has 5 views, whereas Scope can display 12 views - Timewave does not have the ability to save as many
channels as Scope does, so this means that you can't save your work in scope and then use Timewave to save it back out to your audio - Timewave doesn't have the ability to time stretch or delay audio. Audio Analyzer Description: Audio Analyzer is a plugin that can display many of the same signals that Scope does. It is capable of displaying the waveform view, spectrum, power, signal and channel
phase. The ability to superimpose various signal domains together and change the display mode is extremely useful. This is especially helpful if you want to see
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